Porter video switchboard—up to 128 units in one installation. This is communication.

In large residential complexes, video door entry systems have to satisfy precise needs. For this reason we have designed the porter video switchboard, an authentic management centre that perfectly coordinates all communication flows between the different units. Up to 128 switchboards can be installed in a single Due Fili Plus system, guaranteeing top performance.

Large-scale advantages.

All under control with the 7" LCD display.

The 7" LCD display ensures excellent viewing and control of all calls from speech units and their diversion to the required internal unit.

Programming of the related zones.

Each switchboard can be assigned to a given related zone, corresponding to a series of internal units. The related zones can be programmed by time band, which can change over a 24 hour period, to ensure they are always monitored.
**Alarm signalling via the ‘Panic button’**

It is also possible to view and signal alarms easily and efficiently, using the “panic button”.

**Two possibilities – handset and open voice.**

Two response options to communicate freely even when busy doing something else.

**Multiple installation.**

The porter switchboard is based on Due Fili Plus technology, for installations up to a maximum of 484 speech units, 6,400 internal units and 128 porter switchboards, covering a distance of up to 1200 metres.

It is possible to install up to 128 switchboards in a Due Fili Plus system, 16 main ones in parallel.